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REAL TIME MACHINE! SPACE TIME TRAVEL CAPSULE
Travel through time as an official Chrononaught

Item number: 5588627936

Bidder or seller of this item?  Sign in for your status  Watch this item in My eBay | Email  to a friend

Larger Picture

Current bid: US $37.00  (Reserve not met)  

Place Bid >

Time left: 1 day 6 hours
7-day listing, Ends Jun-15-05 18:27:54 PDT

Start time: Jun-08-05 18:27:54 PDT

History: 29 bids   (US $0.01 starting bid)

High bidder: shaolinkungfuman  ( 1 )

Item location: Grosse Pointe Park, MI
United States

Ships to: Will  arrange for local pickup only (no shipping).

Shipping costs: Check item description and payment instructions
or contact seller for details

 Shipping, payment details and return policy

Seller information
cirtap22589  ( 1 )

Feedback Score:  1
Positive Feedback: 100%
Member since Feb-01-05 in United
States

Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items

Description (revised)

Greetings future Chrononaught! You are currently setting your eyes to "stunned" while you gaze upon this marvel of
technology. Since the beginning of time man has wanted to travel through it. And now you can! Built by a crack team
of scienticians this machine is like no other on the planet! Merely once a school boys dream, this dream is now a
reality to the members of the OCTT (Order of Chrononauts and Time Travelers). The OCTT was formed after a
fascination turned obsession, and then turned to charming obsession. With Advanced technology designed and built
by these passionate persons, this one of a kind machine is now for sale to the public. The government has tried
multiple times to steal and sabotage the OCTT's invention. Buy this machine quickly before this machine is snatched
by the feds!

Still not convinced this machine is worth your time? Buy it and get your time back! Want more? Win big cash at the
horse races! Go back and marry the person you really loved! Or how about not getting in the car that one fateful
night! Maybe YOU were the person who REALLY invented the light bulb! Anything is possible with this machine!!!
DO NOT PASS UP THIS OPPORTUNITY! THE RICHES OF A THOUSAND KINGS AWAITS!!!

**Please note** This machine has not been offically documented, certified, guaranteed, licensed or approved by any
organization, government, association of any kind. The outcome is not definite or gauranteed and we are not
responsible for any un-working parts, injury, broken parts, or the time machine not working in general and not
putting you back or forward in time. There are absolutely NO REFUNDS ! This machine, once given to you is in
your hands. Good luck.
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On Jun-14-05 at 09:55:25 PDT, seller added the following information:

      

      

  

FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Questions from other members
Question & Answer Answered On

Q: Does it  contain a Flux Capacitor? Jun-14-05 
A: Yes it  is located in the Micron Diffusal Chamber.  There is a gif of the micron diffusal chamber being opened and shut  and you can get  a

glimpse of the...more

Q: im dubious couldnt you just take our money off pay pal and travel back in time and remove the item , then we will be missing money and not
know Jun-14-05 

A: We spend most of our time in the future where money is obsolete.  The money made from this machine will be donated to the OCTT of today.

Q: Is duct  tape approved by the OCTT for time travel? I know rivets are costly but... Jun-14-05 
A: The material holding the N-1074 Time Traveling Unit  together is far from this duct  tape you speak of. This is a super binding material from

the year 2200....more
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Q: Hi. I was thinking if  you could set this machine so that  it  dissappeared from your place and then reappeared at the exact  time that  the earth
rotates to...more Jun-14-05 

A: No.

Q: u say this item is unique? well i swear docter who had one too (and probably still has one) so i cant  help thinking that  mabye docter who is the
leader...more Jun-14-05 

A: That's insulting! How dare you accuse us of accepting uncredited help, and discredit our own time traveling abilities? We will hear no more of
your wild...more

View all  23 questions | Ask seller a question

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.

Will  arrange for local pickup only (no shipping).

Seller's return policy:
Return Policy Details: ALL SALES ARE FINAL

Payment methods accepted

Learn about payment methods.

Ready to bid? help
REAL TIME MACHINE! SPACE TIME TRAVEL CAPSULE

Current bid: US $37.00

Your maximum bid: US $ (Enter US $38.00 or more)

Place Bid >   You will confirm in the next  step.

eBay automatically bids on your behalf up to your maximum bid.
Learn about bidding.

What else can you do?

 Back to home page   |  Ask seller a question  |  Printer friendly page  

Seller assumes all  responsibility for listing this item.
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